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Abstract — The paper addresses the visualization and systematization of cartographic material for analyzing energy infrastructure in various world regions. It discusses the technology (architecture) for building maps based on the concept of atlas mapping. An interface was developed for the construction of interactive maps and navigation in any section of the world atlas - from the level of world continents to a detailed map of any region within the country. We have constructed and stored contour maps of all countries of the world in the database of the computing geoinformation system (CGIS). CGIS allows constructing hybrid maps, which contain vector and raster map layers with the energy infrastructure overlaid on them in the selected territory. An algorithm was constructed to search for energy objects and administrative entities in any country or region of the world. The atlases built by CGIS are used at Melentiev Energy Systems Institute (MESI) of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences to plot the solutions obtained with the optimization model ORIRES (which reflects the optimal operation of the interconnected power systems in different scenarios) on a map of a selected area or region.
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Fig. 1. Representation of a 10-node (aggregated energy power system) Northeast Asia interstate power grid.

Fig. 2. Northeast China power plants geo-location from the database.
Fig. 3. Setting a rectangular area/region on a world map.

Fig. 4. List of the world's countries with provinces in the CGIS interface.
store results in the original energy database and display the obtained results in tabular, graphic, and cartographic forms [3–6].

This paper discusses a study on the visualization of processed data in a cartographic interface.

II. SOFTWARE OVERVIEW

Many researchers in many countries investigate interstate power grid expansion. Different kinds of software were developed for power grids modeling. Nevertheless, most of them can only solve the problem of electricity redistribution and do not use any optimization models [7–11].

There is a need for more comprehensive research on ISPG expansion. Therefore, our study relies on an optimization model. We collect and process large arrays of data for the optimization model, which requires visual analysis of the obtained results.

Most GIS systems have no computing part and do not work with optimization models. We have developed both the data processing and computing geo-information system in one software product.

Multipurpose geo-information systems like ArcGIS or MapInfo solve a great number of problems associated with geospatial data processing [12, 13]. They have some similar functions:

- support of raster and vector data,
- use geocoding algorithms,
- work with geo-databases,
- support various geo-projections.

These systems, however, have disadvantages:

- high price (from 5000 $ per 1 license of ArcGIS),
- complex control elements,
- are not intended for energy data processing and representation.

Multipurpose software does not solve our research problems. We needed problem-oriented software with a convenient user interface to work with the optimization model and analyze the obtained results.

CGIS integrates both computing and informational components in one software product. CGIS consists of several functional parts (software modules): a graphic module for visual analysis of processed data, a geo-information and cartographic module, and a module for working with the ORIRES model.

The main features of CGIS for working with the ORIRES model are:

- Creating the inherited scenarios (scenario tree), their storage in the database, and comparison;
- Controlling and analyzing input parameters of the model (meeting given constraints).

All data used in the CGIS are stored and processed in their energy/power database.

We propose an original CGIS for the representation and analysis of energy infrastructure in various regions of the world with an integrated computing part. The data overlaid on the map can be those on energy facilities (power plants) and electric power systems, as well as the data from calculations with the built-in optimization model. This feature distinguishes the proposed software from others.

Another feature of the developed software is that it allows visualization of the model results and the energy infrastructure of any region of the world (data on all energy/power facilities collected in the database) on a map. This provides the most complete information on the energy infrastructure in any region to conduct further research.

The processing and analysis of a large amount of complex and rapidly growing data require dedicated technologies for data management and storage. CGIS works with its object-oriented energy database developed by the authors. The database objects contain geographical information for visual representation and qualitative analysis, information on the relationships between objects and their regional affiliation, technical and economic parameters, and other information.

These data are downloaded to the database from various sources: world energy outlook, world power plant database, enipedia.org, and others. All data are stored in a special object format. Details on the object format of the database can be found in the paper “The Computing and Information System for Study of Scenarios for Interstate Power Grid Expansion” [6].

To analyze the results of solving the model in the cartographic module, the user can build a scheme of ISPG with set parameters and connections between the nodes (interstate electric ties) on the map. Fig. 1 shows the hybrid map with a 10-node scheme of the Northeast Asia interstate power grid for the 2040 target year.

In addition, the user can construct a map with energy/power plants in any part of the studied region, Fig. 2.

III. A CONCEPT OF ATLAS MAPPING

A dedicated interface was developed for the construction of interactive maps and navigation in any section of the world atlas, from the level of world continents to a detailed map of any region within the country, Fig. 3.

Over the year 2019, we constructed and stored contour maps of all countries of the world with administrative divisions (country regions), with their names in Russian and English, in the CGIS database. This interface allows building maps of any territory, including several countries or regions, on a given scale. One of our energy database
Fig. 5. Search for an object belonging to a specific closed polygon.

Fig. 6. Google and Yandex map tile zooming.
sources is the DIVA-GIS [14]. We have stored vector/contour maps of more than 200 countries with provinces, rivers, and cities, Fig. 4.

Owing to this work, one can navigate through the list of countries with already prepared maps in CGIS, like a world interactive atlas [15]. This database allows us to effectively create maps of any regions for research.

Any area/region on the world map can be marked with a rectangle in the CGIS interface and stored in a temporary folder in our database for further work. Then the combined raster and vector layers are created for the map of this region. Then we can overlay the layers of texts, energy data, and geospatial objects on this map.

We have developed algorithms for searching objects or groups of objects united by one attribute inside a closed polygon (Fig. 5), for example, if we need to find some objects belonging to a specific country or province (an object inside a closed polygon). The selection of a rectangular area on a world map significantly reduces the number of closed polygons.

IV. Technical features and problems

CGIS allows constructing hybrid maps that contain vector and raster layers of the map, with the energy infrastructure overlaid on it.

The CGIS database contains:
- Raster data, including space satellite snapshots (tiles) of the selected territory (geospatial data on countries and regions used as the background);
- Vector data, including the data in the SHP format, that contain geo-coordinates of power plants, country borders, and administrative divisions;
- Energy infrastructure data, including technical and economic data on power plants, electric ties, energy power systems (EPS), and others.

With 0 zoom level on Google and Yandex maps, the entire Earth is placed in one square tile (a side equals the equator length). For the other levels, the number of tiles is determined by $N = H \cdot W$ (Fig. 6).

Due to a change in the policy for providing free Google maps, it was necessary to convert all maps to Yandex maps. The technologies of map constructing are based on the tiles downloaded from the Internet and “glued,” i.e., selected territory snapshots made by space satellites with the pictures differing (offsetting) in their physical coordinates, Fig. 7.

The problem is that Google uses the Mercator spherical projection (EPSG: 3857 – WGS 84/Pseudo-Mercator), and Yandex employs the Mercator elliptical projection (EPSG: 3395 – WGS 84/World Mercator) [16].

We implemented algorithms for converting coordinates from one system to the other so that the vector layers exactly “fit” into the specified area. Additionally, the algorithms were implemented to interactively determine the geographical coordinates of any object on the map. Algorithms were designed to search for the database objects in any region.

V. Conclusion

The maps of about 200 countries with administrative divisions were constructed and stored in the CGIS database. Search geocoding algorithms were implemented for energy objects in any region of the world. Statistical data processing algorithms were developed (output of the total number of energy objects in a given territory, and others). Algorithms were designed for conversion from Google map to Yandex map to enable vector layers to exactly “fit” into the specified area.

The atlases built by CGIS are used at MESI to plot solutions obtained with the optimization model ORIRES.
which reflects the optimal operation of the interconnected power systems in different scenarios) on a map of the selected territory or region.
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